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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a pneumatic tire.

Background Art

[0002] A pneumatic tire with a directional tread pattern including: two circumferential direction main grooves are pro-
vided on either side of a rib at a tread central portion; plural inclined main grooves that have inner edges in a region at
10% to 20% of a ground contact width from the tire center are provided at a specific pitch around the tire circumferential
direction so as to incline towards diagonal outsides in a reverse direction to the specified rotation direction of the tire;
and reverse inclined main grooves, that pass from the circumferential direction main grooves that are positioned to the
outsides of the rib through the inner edges of the inclined main grooves, that connect to the outer end of the next adjacent
inclined main groove partway, and that are inclined in a reverse direction to the inclined main grooves, has been disclosed
(see Patent Document 1). EP2230100 teaches a pneumatic tire suitable as a racing tire in which an area A having a
width 85% of the total tire width and a center area Ac having a width 30% of the total tire width are defined in a tread
portion. US4412576 teaches a pneumatic snow tire which includes main circumferential grooves consisting of circum-
ferential groove components and bias groove components to form zigzag grooves.
[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent No. 4114713

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0004] Conventional treads (tire tread face portions) are partitioned into plural land portion rows by circumferential
direction main grooves. In tread patterns that have a specified rotation direction, providing lug grooves in the land portion
rows is a known technique for obtaining effective braking performance and acceleration performance on snow.
[0005] However, in tire patterns in which plural land portion rows are provided to a tread, the edges of the lug grooves
are reduced when the circumferential direction main grooves cut across the lug grooves. Consideration must accordingly
be given to the shapes of grooves in a tread.
[0006] In consideration of the above circumstances, an object of the present invention is to enhance traction perform-
ance, this being related to braking performance and acceleration performance on snowy road surfaces, and to enhance
handling stability performance. Solution to Problem
[0007] A first aspect of the present invention is a pneumatic tire with a tread including: two circumferential direction
main grooves that are formed further toa tire width direction inside, from a tread ground contact edge, than positions at
1/3 of a ground contact width, and that extend along a tire circumferential direction; a central land portion row formed
between the two circumferential direction main grooves; edge land portion rows respectively formed at tire width direction
outsides of the two circumferential direction main grooves; and main lug grooves extending in the edge land portion
rows from the circumferential direction main grooves towards the ground contact edges, wherein the edge land portion
rows are not formed with main grooves that place tire circumferential direction neighboring main lug grooves in commu-
nication with each other.
[0008] In the pneumatic tire according to the first aspect, the two circumferential direction main grooves that are formed
further to the tire width direction inside, from a tread ground contact edge, than positions at 1/3 of the ground contact
width enable water discharge performance and snow discharge performance to be raised, and enable handling stability
performance on snowy road surfaces to be enhanced.
[0009] The edges of the main lug grooves extending in the edge land portion rows from the circumferential direction
main grooves towards the ground contact edges of the tread enable traction performance to be enhanced, this being
related to braking performance and acceleration performance on snowy road surfaces.
[0010] In particular, since the edge land portion rows are not formed with main grooves that place tire circumferential
direction neighboring main lug grooves in communication with each other, the main lug grooves are formed continuously
with a long length, enabling a large edge effect to be obtained. Traction performance can accordingly be enhanced, this
being related to braking performance and acceleration performance on snowy road surfaces.
[0011] In the first aspect of the present invention, the main lug grooves open onto the circumferential direction main
grooves in an inclined state with respect to the tire width direction; and auxiliary grooves that, at opening positions of
the main lug grooves onto the circumferential direction main grooves, are inclined in an opposite direction to the main
lug grooves with respect to the tire circumferential direction, so as to intersect with the direction of the main lug grooves,
and are formed from the edge land portion rows into the central land portion row so as to extend across the circumferential
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direction main grooves.
[0012] In the pneumatic tire according to the first aspect, the main lug grooves open onto the circumferential direction
main grooves in an inclined state with respect to the tire width direction, and the auxiliary grooves are provided so as to
intersect with the direction of the main lug grooves at the opening positions of the main lug grooves onto the circumferential
direction main grooves. An edge effect that is related to braking performance and acceleration performance when running
on snowy road surfaces can accordingly be obtained, and snow running performance can be further enhanced.
[0013] A second aspect of the present invention is the pneumatic tire of the first aspect, wherein the angle of inclination
of the main lug grooves with respect to the tire circumferential direction is from 85 degrees to 30 degrees.
[0014] Note that the maximum value for the angle of inclination of the main lug grooves with respect to the tire
circumferential direction is set at 85 degrees since above this value, a water discharging effect of the main lug grooves
obtained due to rotating in a single direction only is degraded. The minimum value for the angle of inclination is set at
30 degrees since below this value, an edge effect with respect to input along the tire equatorial plane direction arising
during acceleration and braking becomes insufficient.
[0015] In the pneumatic tire of the second aspect, the main lug grooves can achieve both a water discharge effect
and an edge effect with respect to input along the tire equatorial plane direction arising during braking and during
acceleration due to appropriately setting the angle of inclination of the main lug grooves with respect to the tire circum-
ferential direction. Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0016] As described above, the pneumatic tire of the first aspect obtains the excellent advantageous effect of enabling
traction performance on snowy road surfaces to be enhanced, whilst suppressing a drop in braking performance and
handling stability performance on dry road surfaces and icy road surfaces.
[0017] The pneumatic tire of the first aspect also obtains the excellent advantageous effect of enabling snow running
performance to be further enhanced.
[0018] The pneumatic tire of the second aspect obtains the excellent advantageous effect of enabling the main lug
grooves to achieve both a water discharge effect and an edge effect with respect to input along the tire equatorial plane
direction arising during braking and during acceleration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 is a plan view illustrating a tread pattern of a pneumatic tire according to a present exemplary embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a plan view illustrating a tread pattern of a pneumatic tire according to a conventional example.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0020] Explanation follows regarding an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, with reference to the drawings.
Fig. 1 illustrates a pneumatic tire 10 of the present exemplary embodiment with a tread 12 that is a tread face portion
including plural circumferential direction main grooves 14, a central land portion row 16, edge land portion rows 18, and
main lug grooves 20.
[0021] Two of the circumferential direction main grooves 14 are formed extending along the tire circumferential direction
further to the tire width direction inside, from tread ground contact edges T of the tread 12, than positions at 1/3 of the
ground contact width W. Note that the "ground contact edges T" are the tire width direction outermost edge portions of
a ground contact region when the pneumatic tire 10 is mounted to a standard rim, as defined in the JATMA YEAR BOOK
(2010 edition, Japan Automobile Tire Manufacturers Association standards), inflated to an internal pressure (maximum
pressure) of 100% pressure corresponding to the maximum load (load shown in bold in the internal pressure-load
correspondence table) for the internal pressure for the applicable JATMA YEAR BOOK size/ply rating, when the maximum
load is applied thereto. Where the location of use or manufacturing location use TRA standards or ETRTO standards,
then these respective standards are adhered to.
[0022] The central land portion row 16 is for example formed at a tire width direction central portion including a tire
equatorial plane CL between the two circumferential direction main grooves 14. The central land portion row 16 is formed
with fine grooves 22 and auxiliary grooves 30, described later. The fine grooves 22 are for example formed running
along the extension directions of the auxiliary grooves 30 from terminal portions of the auxiliary grooves 30 inside the
central land portion row 16 to the circumferential direction main grooves 14.
[0023] The edge land portion rows 18 are respectively formed to the tire width direction outsides of the two circum-
ferential direction main grooves 14. The edge land portion rows 18 are formed with auxiliary grooves 24 that are slightly
inclined with respect to the tire circumferential direction, with one ends 24A that open onto the neighboring main lug
grooves 20 and other ends 24B that terminate inside the corresponding edge land portion rows 18. The groove width
of the auxiliary grooves 24 is set smaller than that of the circumferential direction main grooves 14, and is for example
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configured so as to be widest at the one ends 24A, gradually decreasing on progression towards the other ends 24B.
[0024] The edge land portion rows 18 are not formed with main grooves that place the tire circumferential direction
neighboring main lug grooves 20 in communication with each other. Since the auxiliary grooves 24 do not open onto
neighboring main lug grooves 20 around the tire circumferential direction, the rigidity of the land portions is not degraded,
thereby enabling a drop in braking performance and acceleration performance to be presented. Moreover, since the
auxiliary grooves 24 do not open onto neighboring main lug grooves 20 around the tire circumferential direction, edges
are formed from the circumferential direction main grooves 14 as far as the ground contact edges T of the tread 12,
giving good traction over snow.
Note that sipes 26 may be provided between the other ends 24B of the auxiliary grooves 24 and the neighboring main
lug grooves 20 on the side of the other ends 24B, as shown by the double-dotted dashed lines. The sipes 26 are for
example configured with a groove width that is a zero groove width when the tread 12 makes ground contact, or may
be configured in slit shapes that do not have a groove width. The sipes 26 enable water discharge performance to be
raised. Note that configuration is made such that when running over snowy road surfaces, snow inside the auxiliary
grooves 24 is not able to escape through the sipes 26 into the main lug grooves 20, so there is no drop in traction
performance.
[0025] The main lug grooves 20 extend from the circumferential direction main grooves 14 towards the ground contact
edges T in the edge land portion rows 18, and for example open onto the circumferential direction main grooves 14 in
a state inclined with respect to the tire width direction. An angle of inclination θ of the main lug grooves 20 with respect
to the tire circumferential direction is for example from 85 degrees to 30 degrees. Note that the maximum value for the
angle of inclination of the main lug grooves 20 with respect to tire circumferential direction is set at 85 degrees since
above this value, a water discharging effect of the main lug grooves 20 obtained due to rotating in a single direction only
is degraded. The minimum value for the angle of inclination is set at 30 degrees since below this value, an edge effect
with respect to input along the tire equatorial plane direction arising during acceleration and braking becomes insufficient.
[0026] Step portions 28 are formed to the main lug grooves 20 at positions opposing to the one ends 24A of the
auxiliary grooves 24. The step portions 28 suppress movement of snow inside the main lug grooves 20 when running
on snowy road surfaces, and also enable snow to be compacted between the step portions 28 and the auxiliary grooves 24.
[0027] The auxiliary grooves 30 are formed at the opening portions of the main lug grooves 20 onto the circumferential
direction main grooves 14. The auxiliary grooves 30 are inclined in an opposite direction to the main lug grooves 20 with
respect to the tire circumferential direction so as to intersect with the direction of the main lug grooves 20. The auxiliary
grooves 30 are formed from the edge land portion rows 18 into the central land portion row 16 in for example a straight
line shape so as to extend across the circumferential direction main grooves 14.
[0028] Tire width direction central side end portions of the auxiliary grooves 30 are for example positioned in the vicinity
of the tire equatorial plane CL. The width direction outside end portions of the auxiliary grooves 30 are for example
positioned extending towards the step portions 28 of the main lug grooves 20, however the auxiliary grooves 30 do not
open onto the main lug grooves 20 or the auxiliary grooves 24, but terminate in the edge land portion rows 18. The
rigidity of the land portions is accordingly not degraded, enabling a drop in braking performance and acceleration per-
formance to be prevented.
[0029] Note that sipes 32 may be formed to the central land portion row 16 and the edge land portion rows 18 as
appropriate. The shape and number of the sipes 32 is not limited to the example illustrated in the drawings, and may
be set as desired.
[0030] Note that in the above configuration, the main lug grooves 20 open onto the circumferential direction main
grooves 14 in an inclined state with respect to the tire width direction, however there is no limitation thereto, the main
lug grooves 20 may be formed along the tire width direction. Configuration may also be made wherein the auxiliary
grooves 30 are not provided. The angle of inclination θ of the main lug grooves 20 with respect to the tire circumferential
direction is illustrated within the value range described above, however configuration outside of this value range is also
possible.

Operation

[0031] Explanation follows regarding operation of the present exemplary embodiment configured as described above.
In Fig. 1, in the pneumatic tire 10 of the present exemplary embodiment the two circumferential direction main grooves
14 formed further to the tire width direction inside than positions 1/3 of the ground contact width W from the ground
contact edges T of the tread 12 increase water discharge performance and snow discharge performance, enabling
handling stability performance to be enhanced on snowy road surfaces. The circumferential direction main grooves 14
also enable a reduction in noise to be achieved.
[0032] In addition, in the edge land portion rows 18, the edges of the main lug grooves 20 that extend from the
circumferential direction main grooves 14 to the ground contact edges T of the tread 12 enable traction performance to
be enhanced , this being related to braking performance and acceleration performance on snowy road surfaces. In
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particular, since the edge land portion rows 18 are not formed with main grooves that place tire circumferential direction
neighboring main lug grooves 20 in communication with each other, the main lug grooves 20 are formed continuously
with a long length, enabling a large edge effect to be obtained, this being related to braking performance and acceleration
performance.
[0033] Moreover, in the present exemplary embodiment, the main lug grooves 20 open onto the circumferential direction
main grooves 14 in an appropriately inclined state with respect to the tire width direction. Due to providing the auxiliary
grooves 30 that intersect with the direction of the main lug grooves 20 at the positions where the main lug grooves 20
open onto the circumferential direction main grooves 14, an even larger edge effect can be obtained when running on
snowy road surfaces. Shear force from snow columns is increased since snow is compacted inside the auxiliary grooves
24 provided to the edge land portion rows 18. The main lug grooves 20 are able to achieve both a water discharge effect
and an edge effect with respect to input along the tire equatorial plane direction arising during braking and during
acceleration due to the angle of inclination θ of the main lug grooves 20 being set appropriately with respect to the tire
circumferential direction.
[0034] The present exemplary embodiment can accordingly greatly enhance traction performance, this being related
to braking performance and acceleration performance on snowy road surfaces, as well as handling stability performance.

Test Example

[0035] Testing is performed for the various evaluation criteria shown in Table 2 on the pneumatic tire 10 of a Test
Example of the tread pattern illustrated in Fig. 1, that includes circumferential direction main grooves, main lug grooves,
and auxiliary grooves configured as set out in Table 1, and on a conventional pneumatic tire 100 of the tread pattern
illustrated in Fig. 2, that includes auxiliary grooves configured as set out in Table 1. The tire size is 195/65R15 (tread
width 162mm), internal pressure is 220kPa, and load corresponds to two occupants. Note that in Fig. 2, 102 are central
land portion rows, 104 are edge land portion rows, 106 and 108 are circumferential direction main grooves, 110 are
main lug grooves, 112 are auxiliary grooves, 114 are sipes, and T indicates the ground contact edges.
[0036] Brief explanation follows regarding the evaluation methods employed for each of the evaluation criteria set out
in Table 2.

Wet Road Surface

[0037] Hydroplaning is evaluated by test driver feeling at a hydroplaning occurrence threshold speed when running
on a straight wet road surface with a water depth of 5mm.
[0038] Braking performance is evaluated by the braking distance for the vehicle to come to a standstill when the brakes
are fully applied in a state running at 80km/h on a straight wet road surface with a water depth of 2mm.

Dry Road Surface

[0039] Braking performance is evaluated by the braking distance for the vehicle to come to a standstill when the brakes
are fully applied in a state running at 80km/h on a dry road surface. Handling stability performance is evaluated by test
driver feeling for various running modes when sports running on a circuit course in a dry state.

Snowy Road Surface

[0040] Traction performance is evaluated by the time required to accelerate from 10km/h to 45km/h on a snowy road
surface.
[0041] Braking performance is evaluated by the braking distance for the vehicle to come to a standstill when the brakes
are fully applied in a state running at 40km/h on a snowy road surface.
[0042] Handling stability performance is evaluated by overall test driver feeling for braking performance, start-up
performance, straight ahead running performance, and cornering performance on a test course with a compacted snow
road surface.
[0043] The results illustrated in Table 2 are shown employing an index wherein the Conventional Example is given a
value of 100 for each of the evaluation criteria, and the higher the value, the better the result. As illustrated in Table 2,
the tire of the Test Example outperforms the tire of the Conventional Example for each of the evaluation criteria. It can
be confirmed that the tire of the Test Example enhances snow performance whilst maintaining braking performance and
handling stability performance on wet road surfaces, and dry road surfaces.
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Explanation of the Reference Numerals

[0044]

10 pneumatic tire
12 tread
14 circumferential direction main grooves
16 central land portion row
18 edge land portion rows
20 main lug grooves
30 auxiliary grooves
θ angle of inclination

Claims

1. A pneumatic tire (10) with a tread (12), the tread (12) comprising:

two circumferential direction main grooves (14) that are formed further to a tire width direction inside, from a
tread ground contact edge (T), than positions at 1/3 of a ground contact width, and that extend along a tire
circumferential direction;
a central land portion row (16) formed between the two circumferential direction main grooves (14);
edge land portion rows (18) respectively formed at tire width direction outsides of the two circumferential direction
main grooves (14); and
main lug grooves (20) extending in the edge land portion rows (18) from the circumferential direction main
grooves (14) towards the ground contact edges, wherein
the edge land portion rows (18) are not formed with main grooves that place tire circumferential direction
neighboring main lug grooves (20) in communication with each other, characterized in that
the main lug grooves (20) open onto the circumferential direction main grooves (14) in an inclined state with

Table 1

Width (mm) Groove Angle (°) Groove depth (mm)

Test Example
First auxiliary groove 4.5 25 8

Second auxiliary groove 2 75 7

Conventional Example Auxiliary Groove 2.5-5 81 7

Table 2

Conventional Example Test Example

Wet Road Surface

Hydroplaning (straight line) 100 100

Braking performance (straight line) 100 100

Handling stability performance 100 100

Dry Road Surface
Braking performance (straight line) 100 100

Handling stability performance 100 100

Snowy Road Surface

Traction performance 100 115

Braking performance 100 115

Handling stability performance 100 110

Icy Road Surface

Traction performance 100 105

Braking performance 100 105

Handling stability performance 100 100
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respect to the tire width direction; and
auxiliary grooves (30) that, at opening positions of the main lug grooves (20) onto the circumferential direction
main grooves (14), are inclined in an opposite direction to the main lug grooves (20) with respect to the tire
circumferential direction, so as to intersect with the direction of the main lug grooves (20), and are formed from
the edge land portion rows (18) into the central land portion row (16) so as to extend across the circumferential
direction main grooves (14).

2. The pneumatic tire (10) of claim 1, wherein the angle of inclination (θ) of the main lug grooves (20) with respect to
the tire circumferential direction is from 85 degrees to 30 degrees.

Patentansprüche

1. Luftreifen (10) mit einer Lauffläche (12), wobei die Lauffläche (12) Folgendes umfasst:

zwei in Umfangsrichtung verlaufende Hauptrillen (14), die von einem Rand der Laufflächen-Bodenaufstands-
fläche (T) aus gesehen in Reifenbreitenrichtung weiter nach innen hin ausgebildet sind als Stellen, die 1/3 einer
Bodenaufstandsflächenbreite entsprechen, und die sich entlang einer Reifenumfangsrichtung erstrecken;
eine zentrale Profilblockreihe (16), die zwischen den zwei in Umfangsrichtung verlaufenden Hauptrillen (14)
ausgebildet ist;
Rand-Profilblockreihen (18), die in Bezug auf die Reifenbreitenrichtung jeweils an der Außenseite der beiden
in Umfangsrichtung verlaufenden Hauptrillen (14) ausgebildet sind; und
Hauptquerrillen (20), die sich in den Rand-Profilblockreihen (18) von den in Umfangsrichtung verlaufenden
Hauptrillen (14) in Richtung der Ränder der Bodenaufstandsfläche erstrecken, wobei
die Rand-Profilblockreihen (18) nicht mit Hauptrillen ausgebildet sind, welche die in Reifenumfangsrichtung
miteinander benachbarten Hauptquerrillen (20) miteinander verbinden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Hauptquerrillen (20) zu den in Umfangsrichtung verlaufenden Hauptrillen (14) hin gemäß einer Ausrichtung
offen sind, die in Bezug auf die Reifenbreitenrichtung geneigt ist; und
Nebenrillen (30), die an Stellen, an denen die Hauptquerrillen (20) zu den in Umfangsrichtung verlaufenden
Hauptrillen (14) hin offen sind, in einer in Bezug auf die Reifenumfangsrichtung entgegengesetzten Richtung
zu den Hauptquerrillen (20) derart geneigt sind, dass sie die Richtung der Hauptquerrillen (20) schneiden und
derart von den Rand-Profilblockreihen (18) in die Hauptprofilblockreihe (16) hinein ausgebildet sind, dass sie
sich quer über die in Umfangsrichtung verlaufenden Hauptrillen (14) erstrecken.

2. Luftreifen (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Neigungswinkel (θ) der Hauptquerrillen (20) in Bezug auf die Reifenum-
fangsrichtung 85 Grad bis 30 Grad beträgt.

Revendications

1. Pneumatique (10) avec une bande de roulement (12), la bande de roulement (12) comprenant :

deux rainures principales dans la direction circonférentielle (14) qui sont formées plus à l’intérieur dans une
direction de largeur de pneu, à partir d’un bord de contact au sol de bande de roulement (T), que des positions
situées à 1/3 d’une largeur de contact au sol, et qui s’étendent le long d’une direction circonférentielle de
pneumatique ;
une rangée de parties appui centrale (16) formée entre les deux rainures principales dans la direction circon-
férentielle (14) ;
des rangées de parties appui latérales (18) formées respectivement au niveau d’extérieurs, dans la direction
de largeur de pneumatique, des deux rainures principales dans la direction circonférentielle (14) ; et
des rainures de type barrette principales (20) s’étendant dans les rangées de parties appui latérales (18) à
partir des rainures principales dans la direction circonférentielle (14) en direction des bords de contact au sol,
dans lequel
les rangées de parties appui latérales (18) ne sont pas formées avec des rainures principales qui placent des
rainures de type barrette principales (20) voisines dans la direction circonférentielle de pneumatique en com-
munication les unes avec les autres, caractérisé en ce que
les rainures de type barrette principales (20) débouchent sur les rainures principales dans la direction circon-
férentielle (14) dans un état incliné par rapport à la direction de largeur de pneumatique ; et
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des rainures auxiliaires (30) qui, au niveau de positions de débouché des rainures de type barrette principales
(20) sur les rainures principales dans la direction circonférentielle (14), sont inclinées dans une direction opposée
aux rainures de type barrette principales (20) par rapport à la direction circonférentielle de pneumatique, de
manière à croiser la direction des rainures de type barrette principales (20), et qui sont formées à partir des
rangées de parties appui latérales (18) jusque dans la rangée de parties appui centrale (16) de manière à
s’étendre par dessus les rainures principales dans la direction circonférentielle (14).

2. Pneumatique (10) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’angle d’inclinaison (θ) des rainures de type barrette prin-
cipales (20) par rapport à la direction circonférentielle de pneumatique est compris entre 85 degrés et 30 degrés.
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